
Authentication of balances certificates

Statement of account issued by banks to their customers for attestation by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and adopted by us with the seal of the Republic logo after the 

ratification of the bank's signatures.
25  Egp

Commercial Registers Updates Fees At cost (Currently 210 EGP) 210 (At Cost)

Authentication of clearances Certificates for various authorities stating that the loan is setteled 25  Egp

Authentication of reconciliation Certificates addressed to the courts stating debts and  adopted by us with the seal of the Republic logo after the ratification of the signatures of the issuing bank
25  Egp

Authentication of letters of guarantee Issued for the benefit of government agencies and adopted by our seal of the Republic after the ratification of the signatures of the issuing bank 50  Egp

Authentication of contracts Debt settlement contracts between banks and their customers 50  Egp

The commission of inquiry in favor of bank customers for clients 

who wish to deal with them

Minimum of LE 250 for a maximum of LE 350 for each individual client to be queried.The Information Department shall determine the amount to be deducted from the 

requesting customer, subject to the approval of the competent credit manager or the branch manager.

Airline payments using the portal

Subscription fee for the airline payments service using the portal EGP 1000, payable once and can be paid in four installments (the commission will be waived even 31/12/2005 )

2 EGP per transaction - up to 200 transaction

1.5 EGP per transaction - up to 500 transaction

1 EGP per transaction - more than 500 transaction

30 LE per certificate for the bank's customers

50 LE for each certificate for non-bank customers

Commission to conduct option contracts in favor of the 

Bank's customers
 0.5% (five per thousand) of the contract amount at least.

Unregistered Shares in Central Depository (Misr Clearing, 

Settlement and Central Depository Company) held in the bank's 

treasuries - under the management of custodians

0.1% (one per thousand) with a minimum of 20 LE or its equivalent and a maximum of 500 LE or its equivalent per transaction.

Registerd shares to Central Depository (Misr Clearing, 

Settlement and Central Depository Company)

 (One per thousand) 0.1% with a minimum of 20 LE or its equivalent and a maximum of 500 LE or its equivalent per transaction.

Property authentication EGP 100 

Issuance of a certificate of real estate, bankruptcy, protesto or 

personal status EGP 100

Completing the mortgage and extracting the necessary 

documents(The amount collected previously in the above items  

will be deducted)

0.5% with a minimum of 1500 LE and a maximum of 3000 LE

 Cash deposit commission in the accounts of the shipping agencies

Commission on each deposit in the accounts of the shipping 

agencies - except the employees of the shipping agencies - 

branches of the bank outside the ports - provided there is an 

independent teller in the branch to accept the cash deposits for 

the navigationallotments

 20 for each deposit in Egyptian pounds and 1 U.S. dollars for each deposit in US dollars

Completing registration, mortgage and extracting the necessary 

documents (The amount collected previously in the above items  

will be deducted)

0.5% with a minimum of 2500 LE and a maximum of 5000 LE

Bank tariff at the Central Bank of Egypt

Commission Details Service

Credit documents and guarantees management

Mortgage / cancellation or cancellation of mortgage for shares in favor of the bank

  Cash Management & Advisory services

Issuing a certificate of balance or volume of dealing for clients dealing with the Egyptian Factoring Company

Issuing a certificate of balance or volume of dealing for clients 

dealing with the Egyptian Factoring Company

Options Contractsعقود الخيار 

Commission on inquiry for bank customers for clients they wish to deal with)

Commission for transactions that take place during

the month

Other Commissions

 Cash Management &Advisory services 

2%  commission is applied to face the following:

1) The burden and cost of managing the banknote for the senior clients of the companies - - 

2) Providing advice to customers to manage and direct their surplus funds

Operations performed by the legal sector in relation to real estate finance
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































